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DIMENSIONS (standard)WALDEN DOG BED  :  DB-14

OPTIONS  

16”(D) x 50”(W) x 26”(H) 

DB-14-WAL Walnut
DB-14-WOK White oak (shown)

*For leather and fabric options, check for 
availability

Base Retail:  $725

Inspired by Scandinavian daybeds, the Walden Dog Bed is sure to make 
your best friend’s best friends jealous. The cushion is covered in dense 
wool-melton fabric that rests on a frame made of solid wood with leather 
strap accents. The cushion is also lined with a waterproof material and the 
cover is removable.

Custom fabrics for cushion are available upon requests.
This piece can also be customized with your desired dimensions.
For custom inquiries, please contact sales@komolab.com for a quote.
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DIMENSIONS (standard)NOIR CREDENZA  :  CRE-15

MATERIALS  (shown in photo)

16”(D) x 50”(W) x 26”(H) 

Solid wood construction 
Brass pulls
Soft-close hinges
Poly finish

Base Retail:  $3,420

The Noir Credenza is made of solid oak that has been dyed and stained 
to achieve a rich ebony tone and then finished with a high-grade poly-
urethane. Brass door pulls open the cabinet to two removable shelves. 
Even with the dark finish shown, the oak wood grain still shows itself in the 
surface texture. The Noir Credenza is a timeless work of modern furniture. 

This unit is highly customizable with a selection of woods, colors and 
dimensions.  For custom inquiries, please contact sales@komolab.com for 
an exact quote.
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DIMENSIONS (standard)LACQUERED NIGHTSTAND  :  NS-12

MATERIALS  (shown in photo)

1’-5”(D) x 1’-11”(W) x 1’-6”(H) 

Walnut drawer front
Leather pull
Maple drawer box
Soft close drawer-slides
Lacquered cabinet

Base Retail:  $1680

This piece features a solid wood drawer-front and box with solt-close draw-
er slides.  The exterior is framed in a pigmented lacquer that is hand-rubbed 
and polished to a high-sheen.  With the inclusion of a leather drawer-pull, 
the material palette creates a luxurious design statement.  

This unit is highly customizable with a selection of woods, colors and 
dimensions.  For custom inquiries, please contact sales@komolab.com for 
an exact quote.
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DIMENSIONSSWEVEN BAR-STOOL   :   STL-13

OPTIONS

18” @ base   /   14” @ seat   /   27” height 

STL-13-WAL  Walnut (shown)
STL-13-WOK  White oak 
STL-13-EOK  Ebonized oak

Retail:  $850

Made entirely of solid hardwood, the detail and geometry in 
this stool creates a unique presence within your space. 

This piece can be customized for height and wood selection.  
For custom inquiries, please contact sales@komolab.com for 
an exact quote.



DIMENSIONSKALON ACCENT-STOOL   :   STL-04
18”(L) x 18”(W) x 15”(H) 

OPTIONS

Retail:  $600

STL-04-WAL Walnut (shown)   
STL-04-WOK  White oak 
STL-04-EOK  Ebony oak
STL-04-MAP Maple

This geometrical shape contains a concrete top held 
by the structure of wood components that meet at 
the center by a neatly angled joinery.  This piece makes 
for a great side-table, plant stand, or even a stationary 
seating stool. 
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DIMENSIONS

OPTIONS

Form and function mend seamlessly in this solid concrete 
soap dish. The design is divided by a contoured surface to 
divert water towards the center.

Each piece is sealed using FDA approved products and 
contains vinyl feet underneath to protect your countertop 
surface. 
 

4.5”(L) x 3.25”(W) x 1”(H) 

SD-02-CON Concrete

Retail:  $30

SOAP DISH   :   SD-02
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DIMENSIONS MOON DISH  :  SD-16

OPTIONS 

4.24” Diameter
1” high

SD-16-CON Concrete 

Base Retail:  $30

Inspired by the perfect sphere in a cool night sky.

Each piece is sealed using FDA approved products and contains vinyl feet 
underneath to protect your countertop surface. 
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DIMENSIONS

Every space needs something alive and green.  The bold 
form of this planter frames the unpredictable shapes that 
arise in nature.  Made with succulents in mind, it is best 
suited for small plants that do not need much watering. 
Perfect for a desktop or shelf as there are no drainage 
holes in this piece. 

3.5”(L) x 3.5”(W) x 4.25”(H) 

PLANTER   :   PLR-05

OPTIONS

PL-05-WAL Walnut (shown)  
PL-05-WOK White oak

Retail:  $45
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DIMENSIONS

OPTIONS
A groove in concrete catches the ashes from your burning 
incense. An opening in the wood allows for sticks to be kept 
in stock. The wood is sealed for protection and a cork pad 
underneath keeps table tops safe from markings. 

13"(L) x 2.5"(W) x 1.5"(H) 

IB-01-WAL Walnut (shown)
IB-01-WOK White Oak 
IB-01-EOK Ebonized Oak 
IB-01-MAP Maple 

Retail:  $90

INCENSE BURNER   :   IB-01
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DIMENSIONSELYSIAN INCENSE BURNER   :   IB-11  

A concrete sphere allows your incense sticks to 
overhang gently over a bed of wood.  Inspired by simple 
geometries, these burners help create a bold and 
elegant atmosphere. 

2”(L) x 12”(W) x 2”(H) 

OPTIONS
IB-11-WAL  Walnut (shown)
IB-11-WOK  White Oak
IB-11-EOK  Ebonized oak

Retail:  $50
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DIMENSIONSINCENSE BURNER   :   IB-10

MATERIALS

2.5”(L) x 2.5”(W) x 2”(H) 

IB-10-CON Concrete

Retail:  $20

Incense burner inspired by the Death Star.  Made of solid 
concrete with a cork pad underneath to prevent surface 
scratches.  For cone-incense type. 
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OPTIONS

Retail:  $90

WR-07-WAL Walnut (shown)
WR-07-MAP Maple

DIMENSIONSWALL RACK   :   WR-07

Made of solid hardwood, this flush-mounted wall rack 
provides a mail slot, coat rack, and a magnetic keys-holder, 
all in one unit.  Mounting hardware included. 

10”(L) x 3.5”(W) x 5.75”(H) 
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DIMENSIONSWALL RACK   :   WR-03 

Made of solid hardwood, this flush-mounted wall rack 
provides a mail slot, coat rack, tack-board for pinning 
notes, and a magnetic keys-holder, all in one unit.  
Hardware included

30”(L) x 3.5”(W) x 5.75”(H) 

OPTIONS

WR-03-WOK White Oak (shown)
WR-03-WAL Walnut

Retail:  $190
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DIMENSIONSVALET TRAY   :   VT-09

OPTIONS

11”(L) x 7.5”(W) x 1.25”(H) 

VT-09-CON Concrete

Retail:  $40

Rest your personal items on a bold backdrop of concrete.   
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DIMENSIONS
10.5”(L) x 7.5”(W) x 1.5”(H) 

OPTIONS

VT-08-MAP Maple (shown)
VT-08-WAL Walnut

VALET TRAY   :   VT-08

Soft felt is encompassed in solid wood to provide a fine 
stay for those items often misplaced. 

Retail:  $85  
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DIMENSIONSAPPETIZER TRAY   :   AT-06

Food is presented on a solid slab of wood while its 
complimentary component is held in concrete.  The bowl 
is removable so that its contents can be kept cool in a 
fridge if desired.  Both materials are sealed with FDA 
approved products. 

18”(L) x 6.75”(W) x 1.25”(H) 

OPTIONS
AT-06-MAP Maple (shown) 
AT-06-WAL Walnut

Retail:  $150
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HARDWOOD S

MATERIAL

All wood products in the collection are available in the following domestic 
wood species. Although, custom woods can be requested. 

WALNUT EBONY OAK WHITE OAK MAPLE

All concrete products are sealed for longevity with
FDA approved sealer.

CONCRETE
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CONTACT
info@komolab.com

ONLINE
www.komolab.com

Instagram:  @komo_lab


